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Infrastructure will Cripple

HPC  - In a recent issue

of HPCwire, Dr. Craig

Finch, a consultant at

Rootwork InfoTech LLC,

argues that the way we

approach management and

administration of clusters

is strangling the HPC

industry. 

 

Newest Version of DecisionHPC®

Analytics Software Now Available

X-ISS is pleased to announce the latest release of our

DecisionHPC® analytics software. Designed for complete

reporting and analytics on  HPC data centers and Big Data

clusters, our software provides a 'Single Pane of Glass' view

into how your cluster's performance is impacting the bottom

line of the enterprise. New in version 14.1 are more

comprehensive cluster Scheduler Reports and innovative

Attribute Heat Map visualization.

 

Specifically, we have added SGE/UGE scheduler integration and

improved the scheduler reporting functionality to give

management new data views on how well jobs are running on

the clusters. This ensures projects have been matched with the

right resource, showing how productivity can be improved. The

color-coded heat maps have been expanded to represent both

technical metrics as well as business attributes related to

configurations, users, projects and applications.

 

Click here to learn more about what's new in DecisionHPC.

DecisionHPC Software Featured in

Society of HPC Professionals Webinar

Last month, X-ISS CEO Deepak Khosla was

the featured presenter in the Society of HPC

Professionals ongoing technical webinar

series sponsored by Adaptive Computing.

Deepak gave a brief introduction to the

latest version of DecisionHPC software in a

webinar entitled, "Cognitive Analytics for HPC Data

Centers." The free webinar was recorded and may be viewed in

its entirety here.

 

Deepak spent 30 minutes running through several scenarios

showing how HPC clusters can improve their operational

efficiency with DecisionHPC as well as quickly answer
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operational questions coming from end users and enterprise

executives. Project managers learned how to assess project

performance against a budget, and cluster managers were

shown the variety of system metrics they can leverage to

maintain efficiency. And CxOs learned how to determine if or

when additional HPC capacity is warranted. 

X-ISS Sets Up Diskless Microsoft

Windows Cluster for Military Site

A military installation needed a Microsoft

Windows HPC cluster set up to run mission

critical simulation applications. Due to the

secure nature of the facility, the cluster had

to be 'diskless.' X-ISS was called in to provide

support on the set up.

 

Diskless Windows clusters are rare, and X-ISS had to interface

extensively with the military client, an OEM partners, and

Microsoft to get the 196-node cluster up and running.

Ultimately, X-ISS used differencing disk technology to meet the

military base's system speed requirements while minimizing the

number of hard drives in the cluster. X-ISS saw the project

through to completion, and the cluster is now running

simulations as planned.

 

Read the whole story here.

X-ISS Welcomes Sean FitzGerald

We are pleased to welcome Sean FitzGerald

as Senior VP of Technology and Services. In

this position, Sean is leading all X-ISS

activities related to technology research,

operations, strategy and service delivery.

With over 25 years of Technology Operations

Management experience, he is a mentor at

SURGE Accelerator, which allows him to further express his

passion to motivate, inspire and lead others to achieve

excellence. He has held multiple VP, SVP, and CTO positions

including his most recent term at Rogue Wave Software. Sean

holds an MBA in Information Technology Management from

Athabasca University of Alberta, Canada. You may reach Sean

at sfitzgerald@x-iss.com. 
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